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The electricity industry is changing.
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The grid transmits and distributes.
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The grid is interconnected.



Supply and demand must be balanced.



Blackouts are still a frequent problem.



Regulated vs. Restructured Markets

Source: 
electricchoice.com



The policy environment varies.



Three trends are shifting the industry.

Decentralization Electrification

Digitalization



Decentralization: Controlling demand

Source: World Economic Forum



Electrification: Shifting boundaries

Cost ($/kWh) 
of lithium-ion 
batteries is 
dropping

Electric vehicles are 
projected to be an 
increasing 
percentage of new 
car sales



Digitalization: Information overload
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Imagine a future …



Local energy markets must manage transactions.

consumerprosumer



Blockchain is a possible market mechanism.

Source: netsend.com



Brooklyn is testing a blockchain-based microgrid.



The utility is still involved … for now.



They are testing an auction-based market.



But not everyone is convinced.
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Now what?

How do we navigate 
potential futures?



The Walk, Jog, Run Model reduces risk.

Note:
DER = 
Distributed
Energy 
Resources



I focus on the human part of complex problems.

Human

Organizational

Technical



> How should people make decisions?
(normative analysis)

> How do people make decisions?
(descriptive research)

> How can we help people make better decisions?
(prescriptive interventions)

I use decision science to understand humans.



We need an evidence-based strategy.



Randomized controlled trials are the gold standard.
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Of course it’s not that simple …



There are 6 types of bias from medical trials.

Bias Type High Risk Low Risk
Volunteer Opt-in Opt-out
Intervention Selection Chosen or assigned by a 

person
Random assignment after 
volunteering

Sequence Generation Used non-random sequence Used random sequence
Allocation Concealment Not central randomization Central randomization
Blinding Participants knew about other 

interventions
Participants did not know 
about other interventions

Attrition Data not missing at random Accounts for missing data



Most electricity pilots are biased.



> After accounting for bias:

– The effects on reducing peak electricity use were roughly 

halved

>Dynamic pricing + Automation was most effective (~14%)

– Most interventions were not statistically significant for 

reducing overall electricity use

>In Home Displays had a small statistically significant effect 

(~3%)

So results are over-estimated.



Company politics get in the way.



Not everyone is motivated by science.

Source: Rocky Mountain Institute



Solarize campaigns are spreading.



Solarize increases adoption and reduces prices.



Variations influence the impact.



> Implementation science aims to better understand the 
“methods to improve the uptake, implementation, and 
translation of research findings into routine and common 
practices.”

We need an implementation science for energy.



> Do research on regulator and utility decision making
> Do analysis to show the value of randomized controlled trials
> Aggregate the results of experiments, pilots, and 

demonstrations
> Train utilities, regulators, and policymakers on randomized 

controlled trials
> Fund implementation science for energy

So what should we do about it?
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> The grid is interconnected
> The regulatory, market, and policy environment varies by 

state
> Decentralization, electrification, and digitalization are driving 

technology, market, and policy change
> Blockchain-based microgrids are the future?!?!

Let’s review …



> The walk/jog/run model outlines a slow evolution
> Scientifically valid experiments are critical – especially for 

customer-facing programs
> Many electricity pilots that involve customers are biased
> We can use randomized controlled trials to optimize program 

designs

Let’s review …



Future Opportunities

Participate Advocate

Run 
Experiments

Increase 
Accessibility



Contact me 
(Casey Canfield):

@caseycan
canfieldci@mst.edu

Thank you

Source: Jordan Wirfs-Brock


